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NERO ANTICHRIST:  Patristic Evidence of the Use of Nero’s  

Name in Calculating the Number of the Beast (Rev 13:18) 

 

 

Here is wisdom.  Let him who has understanding calculate the number of the beast,  

for the number is that of a man; and his number is six hundred and sixty-six. 

Revelation 13:18 

 

THE NERO THEORY & THE PROBLEM OF PATRISTIC EVIDENCE  

 In Revelation 13:18 John says that the number of the beast is that of a man.1  For 

almost two centuries a multitude of scholars have suggested that the “man” was the 

Roman emperor Nero.  Although according to certain authors the Nero identification is 

“the most widely accepted” interpretation, one of it main problems is the lack of 

substantiation for it in patristic literature.2  This paper introduces a fifth-century chronicle 

from North African Christianity, entitled Liber Genealogus or Book of Genealogy, that 

has bearing on the question of whether or not early Christians used Nero’s name in their 

calculations of the number of the beast.  It will provide a translation of the relevant 

portion, contextualize and explain the passage, bring it into dialogue with a statement 

from Irenaeus, and discuss its implications for biblical studies. 

 Those who hold to the identification of Nero as the man of Rev 13:18 claim that 

666 is the sum of the numerical value of the Hebrew letters nrwn qsr, transliterated Neron 
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Kaisar in Greek.3   While the non-standard spellings, i.e. nrwn instead of nrw for Nero 

and qsr instead of qysr for Caesar, are somewhat problematic for the theory, the Talmud, 

Rabbincal writings, and the discovery of a scroll at Qumran all containing similar 

spellings of Nero’s name are used as supporting evidence.4  A further argument in 

support of the interpretation is that the sum of a Latinized form of Nero’s name in 

Hebrew, i.e. nrw qsr, equals 616.  This, proponents say, accounts for the variants of 

Revelation 13:18 in several ancient versions of the biblical text which contain 616 in 

place of 666.5 

 Several objections to the Nero designation have been raised.6  According to 

Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr., the “strongest argument against it” is that the early church fathers 

seem to have been unaware of it.7  In fact, the identification of Nero’s name with the 

number of the beast seems to have arisen in Christian history only recently in the 1830s.8  

In my opinion this is a weighty argument; for, if the theory were correct and the early 

recipients of the Book of Revelation understood that the number of the beast was to be 

calculated from Nero’s name, one would expect at least a trace of this interpretation to 

show up somewhere in patristic literature.  But according to Gentry, who advances the 

Nero identification, “no early Church father suggests Nero’s name as the proper 

designation of 666, even though various suggestions were given by such men as Irenaeus, 

Andreas of Caesarea, Victorinus, Hippolytus, Clement of Alexandria, and others.”9  So, 

as far as contemporary scholarship stands, no patristic texts, not even the twenty or so 

patristic commentaries on Revelation, extant in whole or in fragments, suggest the name 

of Nero for identifying the number of the beast.10  However, several paragraphs of the 
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Liber genealogus give us cause for re-examination of the alleged lack of evidence in the 

writings of the fathers.   

 

LIBER GENEALOGUS ON THE EMPEROR NERO 

Overview of the Text.  The Liber genealogus is a chronology written in Latin by 

an unknown North African Donatist Christian in the fifth century.  The Donatists, named 

after their founding bishop Donatus of Casa Niger, were North African schismatics who 

separated from the larger Christian body after the Diocletian persecution over issues of 

ecclesiastical purity.11  This chronology was originally written between 405 and 427, but 

is preserved in four slightly different versions written in the years 427, 438, 455, and 463.  

It was edited by Theodore Mommsen in 1892 and reprinted in 1981.12   

In short entries the Liber lists persons and events in chronological order from 

Adam and Eve to the fifth century of the Christian era.  In doing so, it makes extensive 

use of the genealogies in the Old Testament, in Matthew, and in Luke, lists of Persian 

kings, and lists of Roman kings, dictators, and emperors.  Other identifiable sources 

include a Latin translation of the Chronicle of Hippolytus, a recension of Victorinus’ 

Commentary on Revelation, and the Chronology of Julius Quintus Hilarianus.13   

 Toward the end of the chronology, it speaks about the birth and death of Christ 

under the emperors Augustus and Tiberius respectively.  It then briefly touches upon the 

persecutions of Christians under the emperors Nero, Domitian, Trajan, Decius, Valerian, 

and Diocletian, as well as the persecutors of the Donatists.  It is in this section of the 

Liber, which deals with the persecuting emperors (pages 194-196 of Mommsen’s 

edition), that the relevant statements are made about Nero. 
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 Paragraphs on Nero.  Citing a portion of Revelation 13:18, paragraphs 614-620 of 

the version that was written in 438 states that the letters of Nero’s name are to be used in 

calculating the number of the beast.  The Latin text is provided below followed by an 

English translation. 

 

 614.A passione autem domini usque ad passionem Petri et Pauli anni sunt 

XXXVIII 14:  passi Nerone consule. persecutio haec prima fuit Neronis quae iterum futura 

est sub Enoch et Helia. 

 615. hic Nero ipse est, cuius nomen Iohannes in apocalpsin vocavit DCXVI.  hic 

sapientia vertitur, ut conputetur per eras nomen eius, qui dicitur, “antichristus sic” 

A N T I  C H R I S T V  S 

I XIII XVIII VIIII III VIIII XVII VIIII XVIII XVIII I XX   XVIII 

fit numerus collectus asses CLIIII:  haec quater “ducta secundum litteras IIII nom(inis) 

Neronis” faciunt DCXVI, quod est nomen Antichristi. 

 616.Sed haec ad certum computationis numerum discrepare videtur, iuxta quod 

alii doctores de numero bestiae tractaverunt.  sic enim ait sanctus Victorinus episcopus:  

numerus eius, ait spiritus sanctus, nomen hominis15 est et numerus nominis eius DCXVI, 

id est Antichristus.  in mutatio enim nomine veniet et duo sibi nomina inponet Antemus 

Graece et Gensericus Gotice, scilicet ut multas gentes seducat.  Antemus per s [sic] 

litteris scribitur secundum Graecos sermones in computu, ut venias ad numerum illum, id 

est DCLXVI, supra scriptum computari prudens:  A unum est I—N quinquaginta sunt 

L—T trecenti sunt CCC—E quinque sunt V—M quadraginta sunt XL—O septuaginta 
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sunt LXX—C centum sunt C.16  quod est numerus sescens sexagies sexies secundum 

Graecos. 

 617.Item aliud nomen Grecum Teitan, quem gentiles Solem Phoebumque 

appellant:  iuxta quod aliud orator ait:  Teitan enim secundum Grecam litteram ad 

eandem ratione vel numerum pertinent:  computatur sic:  T tau CCC sunt—E eta V 

sunt—I iota X sunt—T tau CCC sunt—A alfa I est—N ne L sunt:  quod est DCLXVI.  

quod nomen, id est Phoebum, si velis in Latinum convertere per as VI litteras invenies 

ita: D-I-C-L-V-X: D quipped figurat quingenti, I unum, C centum, L quinquaginta, V 

quinque, X decem, quid computati sunt DCLXVI. 

 618.Item aliud nomen Gotice quod dicebat Gensericus, ut gentiles seducat, 

computa per litteram prorudens17 et invenies in hoc numero, id est Graeco, DCLXVI: I18 

gamma III sunt—E eta V sunt—N ne L sunt—C simma CC sunt—H eta VIII sunt—P ro 

C sunt—I iota X sunt—K cappa XX sunt—O u LXX sunt—C simma CC sunt.  hic 

numerus per litteras supra scripta Gensericus eundem computum explicabit. 

 619.Nunc iam ad superiorem ordinem redeamus.  nam ideo ista de egregii 

Victorini episcopi vel aliorum dicta subiunximus, quia supra scriptum computum collecta 

summa ex nomine Neronis ad numerum bestie non conveniebat. 

 620.ipse autem antichristus ut in secretis legitur, “de tribu Dan filii Iacob 

patriarche veniet in spiritu Neronis et Saar” dicitur civitas in occidente, ubi adhuc tenetur 

incl“usus, quamvis iam ubique habuit metores [sic], de quibus apostolus [Ioh. 1,2] dicit:  

quoniam” veniet Antichristus, ex nobis exierunt, sed non erant19 ex nobis, si enim ex 

nobis fuisent [sic], nobiscum utique permansissent.20 
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614.Moreover, from the passion of the Lord to the passion of Peter and Paul are 

thirty eight years:  They suffered when Nero was consul.  This first persecution was of 

Nero, which is going to occur again under Enoch and Elijah. 

 615. This Nero is he whose name John called in the Apocalypse 616.  Here 

wisdom is (Rev 13:18) used, that the name of him who is thus called ‘Antichrist’ may be 

calculated through letters. 

A N T I C H R I S T V S 

1 13 18 9 3 9 17 9 18 19 20 18  

The collected number equals 154.  This [multiplied by] four “strokes, according to the 

four letters of the name of Nero” makes 616, which is the name of Antichrist. 

 616.But this seems to differ with the established number of the computation 

according to what other teachers have written about the number of the beast.  For, the 

holy bishop Victorinus says this:  “His number, the Holy Spirit says, is the number of a 

man”  and the number of his name is 616 (Rev 13:18), that is, Antichrist.  For, he will 

come with a changed name; and he will ascribe two names to himself, ‘Antemus’ in 

Greek and ‘Gensericus’ in Gothic, so that he may deceive many nations.21  In the 

calculation, ‘Antemus’ is written in letters corresponding to the Greek language, so that 

you may come to that number, that is 666.  Upon this word a wise person is able to 

calculate:  “A=1, N=50, T=300, E=5, M=40, U=70, S=200.  This is the number six 

hundred sixty six, according to the Greeks.”    

 617. “Again, another Greek name is ‘Teitan’ which the Gentiles call Sol and 

Phoebus,” according to what another orator says. 22  For, ‘Teitan’ according to Greek 

letters adds up to the same sum or number.  “It is calculated in this manner:  T=300, E=5, 
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I=1, T=300, A=1, N=50, which is 666.”  This name, that is Phoebus, “if you want to 

convert it into Latin,” you will find the six letters as these:  “D-I-C-L-V-X.  D surely 

represents 50, I=1, C=100, L=50, V=5, X=10, which calculated are 666.” 

 618. “Again, another name in Gothic” is that which he called “‘Gensericus,’ so 

that he may deceive the nations.”  A wise person can calculate through letters, and you 

will find in this number, that is in Greek, 666.  “G=3, E=5, N=50, S=200, E=8, R=100, 

I=10, C=20, U=70, S=200.”23  This number, [calculated] through the letters of the word 

‘Gensericus’ will yield the same sum. 

 619.Now let us return to a superior way of thinking.  For, we have added these 

things from the sayings of the excellent bishop Victorinus or others because the words 

calculated above do not match the number of the beast, the sum gathered from the name 

of Nero. 

 620.But Antichrist himself, as is read in the mysteries, “will come from the tribe 

of Dan, the son of the patriarch Jacob in the spirit of Nero and Saar.”  There is said to be 

a city in the west where he is still held “secluded, although now he has satellites 

everywhere, about which the apostle says, that”  Antichrist will come.24 They have gone 

out from us, but they were not of us.  For, if they were of us, they surely would have 

remained with us. (1 John 2:18-19). 

 

Nero as the Antichrist.  The writer of the 438 version of the Liber genealogus 

believed that the Antichrist would be Nero redivivus, a revived Nero.  He indicated this 

in paragraph 614 where he explained that just as Nero was the first great persecutor of the 

Christians, so also he would be their last.  This will occur, he says, when the two 
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witnesses of Revelation 11, identified by the author as Enoch and Elijah, will return to 

earth from paradise.  According to patristic eschatology, this is going to take place in the 

very last times before the second coming of Christ from heaven.25   

The association by early Christians of Nero with an end-time persecutor, called 

both the beast and the Antichrist, is well documented.26  The Sibylline Oracles testify of 

the Nero-Antichrist belief, as do the church fathers Victorinus and Commodian.27  More 

contemporaneous with the Liber genealogus is the witness of the fifth-century historian, 

Suplicius Severus, who explained the historical and scriptural basis of the Nero redivivus 

myth in this manner: 

Meanwhile Nero, already detestable even to himself on account of the 

consciousness of his wicked deeds, was removed from human affairs.  But it was 

uncertain whether he had committed suicide.  Surely his body was gone.  

Accordingly it is believed that although he pierced himself through with a sword, 

he was healed of his mortal wound and was preserved, according to that which 

was written about him:  And his mortal wound was healed (Rev 13:3), that he 

should return at the end of the world so that the mystery of iniquity may be 

fulfilled (2 Thess 2:7).28 

Severus attributes the origin of the legend to uncertainties raised by the 

mysterious circumstances of Nero’s death.  Nero was gone, and it was rumored that he 

was dead.  The ancient historian Suetonius informs us that public funeral rites had not 

been held, but only about five people—his scribe, his mistress, a freedman named Icelus, 

and two old nurses— saw Nero’s dead body, burned it on a pyre, and entombed it on the 

Pincian Hill in Rome.29  Such lack of closure for the Roman people sent curious minds 
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sailing with speculation that he was still alive.  The belief that Nero was not dead, 

Severus tells us, was strengthened in the minds of early Christians by certain biblical 

passages, namely Revelation 13:3, and 2 Thessalonians 2:7.  The Apocalypse 

commentary of Victorinus on Rev 13:3 confirms that some early Christians associated the 

healing of the mortal wound of the beast in that passage with Nero; and the exegesis of 

the eastern fathers John Chrysostom and Theodoret of Cyrus confirm that many 

interpreted the mystery of iniquity in 2 Thess 2:7 as Nero.30   

In fifth-century North Africa, where the Liber genealogus was written, both 

Augustine and Quodvultdeus inform us that the Nero Antichrist belief was alive and well 

there.  Augustine wrote in his City of God: 

Some think…that in saying, ‘For the mystery of iniquity doth already work,’ he 

alluded to Nero, whose deeds already seemed to be as the deeds of Antichrist.  

And hence some suppose that he shall rise again and be Antichrist.  Others, again, 

suppose that he is not dead, but that he was concealed…and will live until he is 

revealed in his own time…”31   

Quodvultdeus, a bishop of Carthage writing in exile about 450, commented on 

Revelation 17:7-12:  “Therefore, the eighth king, whom he [John] calls Antichrist, some 

want to understand as Nero, so that he is the beast who was, and is not, and will come 

again (Rev 17:8).”32 

The Liber genealogus explains that either Nero will return from his hiding as the 

Antichrist, or a Jewish Antichrist will come in the spirit of Nero.  This is confirmed for 

the author by the words of the apostle John:  you have heard that Antichrist is coming (I 

John 2:18).  But until such time as Nero returns for a second wave of persecution against 
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the church, he has satellites, many little assistant antichrists working on his behalf.  The 

author probably has in mind as satellites of Antichrist, the Vandal bishops.  The Vandals, 

who overthrew the Roman cities of North Africa in the 430s, were Arian in their 

Christology and persecuted both Catholics and Donatists.  The African bishop 

Quodvultdeus, who was forced into exile near Naples, called them “precursors of 

Antichrist;” and Victor of Vita, another African Catholic bishop who lived later in the 

fifth-century, associated the Arian baptismal certificates of the Vandals with the mark of 

the beast.33 

Nero and the Number of the Beast.  While early Christians saw references to Nero 

in 2 Thess. 2:7, Rev. 13:3, and 17:8, the Liber genealogus illustrates that some African 

Christians also saw an allusion to him in Revelation 13:18, the passage about the number 

of the beast.  Paragraph 615 shows that that verse of Scripture, in the author’s copy of the 

Apocalypse, read 616 rather than 666.  The 616 variant, found in papyrus Oxyr. 4499, 

uncial manuscript C, cursives 5 and 11 (no longer extant), and Codex Ephraemi 

rescriptus, was known to early Christian writers of the second through eighth centuries 

including Irenaeus, Tyconius, Caesarius of Arles, and the unknown authors of De 

monogramma and the Irish Reference Bible.34   

According to the writer of the Liber, by using wisdom one can calculate the 

number of the beast by first adding the numerical values of the letters which make up the 

word ‘Antichristus,’ which is Latin for ‘Antichrist.’  Then by taking that sum, 154, and 

multiplying it by four, according to the four letters in the name Nero, one will arrive at 

616, the number of the beast.   
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In paragraphs 616-618, the writer then reviews three other names of the beast that 

he gathered from a recension of Victorinus’ Commentary on the Apocalypse.  They are:  

Antemus, Teitan,35 and Gensericus.  Even though the author of the Liber respects 

Victorinus, calling him a “holy” and “excellent” bishop, he rejects all three of those 

names because in each case the numerical equivalents of the letters total 666, going 

beyond 616.  In paragraph 619 and 620 the Liber then brings the reader back to what he 

says is a  “superior” way of understanding the number of the beast, that is, to use the 

name of Nero. 

 The Liber’s Unknown Source.  In paragraph 615, the author of the Liber was 

quoting from an ancient source that informed him of the correct way to calculate the 

number of the beast, i.e., to use the four “strokes, according to the four letters of the name 

of Nero.”  In paragraph 620 the writer seems to return to that source to verify that his 

method of calculation is the best.  He writes: “It is read in mysteries” that the Antichrist 

“will come from the tribe of Dan…in the spirit of Nero and Saar.”36  In the text edited by 

Mommsen in 1892, citations from older texts are placed in quotation marks.  Whether or 

not these citations were indicated as such in the manuscripts that Mommsen had before 

him, or they were the product of Mommsen’s research, is unknown.  If the latter were the 

case, Mommsen may have known and had access to the ancient source that told 

Christians to use the strokes of the four letters of the name of Nero to calculate the 

number of the beast.  Unfortunately, Mommsen did not disclose a title or author of that 

ancient source from which the Liber cited.  I have searched the known sources of the 

Liber genealogus mentioned earlier, apocryphal literature, patristic Apocalypse 
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commentaries, and the search engine of the Chadwyck-Healey Patrologia Latina 

database, and still I have been unable to identify the source.37  

 

THE IRENAEUS CONNECTION 

The calculation of the number of the beast by early Christians using Nero’s name, 

attested to in the Liber genealogus, sheds light on the question of whether or not 

Irenaeus, the earliest church father to write about the number of the beast, was aware of 

this practice.  For at least forty years, scholarly opinion has overwhelmingly asserted that 

Irenaeus had no knowledge of any Christians in his day associating the number of the 

beast with Nero.  For example, Gregory K. Beale writes: 

…Irenaeus discusses various possible identifications for the number of the ‘beast’ 

(666).  But he does not entertain the possibility that the beast is to be identified 

with Nero, and he even rejects the possibility that the beast is to be identified with 

any Roman emperor at all.  Such lack of consideration is striking since Nero’s 

infamous reputation as a persecuting tyrant would still have been well known.38 

Gentry expresses a similar opinion, writing, “Frequently, we hear that the earliest 

treatment of the cryptogram in Revelation 13:18 does not mention Nero as a likely 

candidate.  The reference to which I refer is Against Heresies by Irenaeus.”39 And in 

another place Gentry writes, “Irenaeus knew nothing of the Nero theory.”40  Both Beale 

and Gentry were dependent upon Leon Morris’ 1969 commentary on the Book of 

Revelation.  In it Morris wrote that Irenaeus did not “even include Nero in his list, let 

alone regard this as a likely conjecture.”41  Barclay Newman in a 1963 article examining 

Irenaeus’ views on the Apocalypse, claimed likewise: “Where Irenaeus makes reference 
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to the speculation concerning the number 666… in no instance does he even reflect 

knowledge of the Nero-redivivus myth in the list of interpretations familiar to him.”42 

Let us take a fresh look at Irenaeus’ statements, written about the year 180.  In 

Book 5, chapter 30, of Against Heresies, Irenaeus reviewed and evaluated three names 

that equaled the number of the beast, 666.  These were ‘Evanthas’, ‘Lateinos’, and 

‘Teitan.’  Irenaeus did not want to pronounce positively about any of these names, but 

thought that it would be better to simply wait for the fulfillment of the prophecy.  

Nevertheless, he depicted ‘Teitan’ as the name with the highest probability.  

In the same chapter, Irenaeus also explained that there were some in his day who 

were using a corrupted reading of Revelation 13:18, which read 616 instead of 666.  He 

then informs us that some “have ventured to seek out a name which should contain the 

erroneous and spurious number,” and were affirming “that this name, hit upon by 

themselves, is that of him who is to come.”43  From these statements, it seems very likely 

that Irenaeus knew exactly what that name was, but he never specified for his readership 

what it was.  One reason for this may have been because he believed it was based upon a 

corrupt version of Scripture, and so did not want to give it the least bit of credence.44  

Another reason may have been because it was the name of a Roman emperor, and 

Irenaeus was adverse to the idea that the number should be interpreted with respect to the 

Roman emperors.45  The point I would like to emphasize is that Irenaeus does seem to 

have known the name that these Christians were using to arrive at 616.   

What was that name?  The Liber genealogus may provide a clue.  It reveals that 

some African Christians, whose version of Revelation 13:18 read 616, were using the 

name ‘Antichristus Nero,’ and arriving at the number of the beast, 616.  No other patristic 
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writing of which I am aware provides a name for the beast whose sum totals 616. 

Therefore, I think it is highly probable that the name that Irenaeus alluded to was Nero, 

and that he did in fact know of the Nero theory for the number of the beast, but rejected it 

for the reasons mentioned above.  Although the evidence supporting this is contained in a 

chronology written some 250 years after Irenaeus, the ancient source that the chronology 

had drawn upon for that information may significantly narrow the temporal gap between 

the second century Irenaeus and the fifth-century Liber.   

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR BIBLICAL STUDIES 

Many modern scholars believe that the earliest Christians calculated the number 

of the beast in Revelation 13:18 by adding the sum of the Hebrew letters of the name 

“Neron Caesar.”  The Liber genealogus, a fifth-century text, spoke of a procedure used 

by some Christians that adds the sum of the letters in the word “Antichristus” and 

multiplies it by four, the number of letters in Nero’s name.  Although these two modes do 

not correspond exactly, scholars who are convinced of the Nero theory may view the 

practice mentioned in the Liber as a vestige of the original method.46  Thus, they may 

welcome the Liber genealogus as a text lending patristic support for their theory.47 

Present scholarship depicts the Nero theory of the number of the beast as having 

first arisen in Christian history among German scholars in the 1830s.  The Liber 

genealogus attests that the name of Nero was being used by early Christians in their 

calculation of the number of the beast, 616 in their version of Revelation 13:18.  This 

fifth-century African text, therefore, pushes back the date of the Nero identification some 

fourteen hundred years.  Based on a statement in Irenaeus’ Against Heresies about a 
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“name… of him who is to come” that some Christians were using to arrive at the spurious 

number 616 instead of 666, it is very likely that Irenaeus in the second century knew of 

the Nero identification.  This allusion in Irenaeus, along with the Nero theory contained 

in an unknown source from which the Liber quotes, may bring the date of this idea even 

closer to the time of the writing of the Book of Revelation.  Therefore, against critics who 

regard the Nero identification as a novelty not to be found in the early church, the Liber 

genealogus shows that it did in fact exist in the earliest centuries of Christian history. 
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